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TALES OF A  NEW EARTH

“The universe is  our playground. Sounds
of a New Earth awaken me to my deeper
self .  I  ask you to remember to play with

reality and allow your dreams to unfold.I
dare you to dream the impossible,  and the

possible will  follow. 

by Oliver Ramos

-for children of all  ages



C O N T E N T S

1      Butterf ly

2    Mr.  Bumblebee

3  Pink and Dolphina

TALES OF A  NEW EARTH

4      Puma face

5     Lovebears

6    Rainbow Robot

7       Bi-polarbear

8    Portal  Dragon

Dedicated to my niece Izzy and my cat
Sweetness for guarding my inner child

-Oli



I eat leaves, eat leaves all day
I work and I work and I slug away

And if you are to ask me why
It's because real soon I'll be a butterfly

I climb trees climb trees all day
I eat through fruit and I make my way

And if you are to ask me why
It's because real soon I'll be a butterfly

I watch the moons through night and day
Making my cocoon for me to stay

And if you are to ask me why
It's because real soon I'll be a butterfly

I roll up in my cocoon
So I can sleep and change real soon

And if you are to ask me why
It's because real soon I'll be a butterfly

I was a caterpillar in the wild
I survived as one of nature's child
I flap my wings and I sing my song

I'm a butterfly now and my work is done

Now I bounce on flowers and sing
Drinking nectar and pollen I bring

And if you are to ask me why
Well I wasn't always a butterfly

B U T T E R F L Y



It’s a busy life
It’s a crazy town
Too many people
Too many frowns

I want to live
In the countryside
Build me a bridge
To the other side

To be or not to be
Well I’m just Mr. Bumblebee

To be or not to be
I’m living free I’m Mr. Bumblebee

The cars pass by
The factories smoke

Living life for the dollar
Seems like a joke

I hear the call
I hear the sound
Beat of the drum

Rhythm of the ground

To be or not to be
Well I’m just Mr. Bumblebee

To be or not to be
I’m living free I’m Mr. Bumblebee

M R .  B U M B L E B E E



I drag my legs
To the underground
My briefcase breaks

I make no sound

I want to live
I want to thrive
To breathe free

And raise my child

To be or not to be
Well I’m just Mr. Bumblebee

To be or not to be
I’m living free I’m Mr. Bumblebee

Now I take my time
From flower to flower

Fly with the wind
Until endless hours

Life is a breeze
I’ve made the change

I moved away
From being so strange

To be or not to be
Well I’m just Mr. Bumblebee

To be or not to be
I’m living free I’m Mr. Bumblebee



New Horizon’s born
I’m a bumblebee
Watch unicorns

And no TV

My wings are strong
And I’m complete

Bringing joy to the world
Where I land my feet

To be, yes to be
I am Mr. Bumblebee
Be free, yes be free

And live life like a Bumblebee



Way out in the forest
In a place called Amazon
Is a river full of wonder

Where the stars do shine upon

There's lots of lights and glitter
Streaming in the sea
Hi my name is pink

Will you come and swim with me?

Let's dive into the ocean
And sing with all the whales

Come and meet the mermaids
And let’s drink fairy tales

I'm looking for Dolphina
She's green but looks like me?

She loves to eat her kelp
That's why she's green you see?

Oh said riding seahorse
She's swimming near the sand!
The place between the oceans

The life force of the lands!

So, pink took a deep breathe
And dived into the sea,
Making clicking noises
And feeling really free

P I N K  &  D O L P H I N A



The night blanket had covered
The whole forest with the stars

The silence there was wondrous
And the colours shone from mars

Pink was in the river
And Dolphina was there too

But they couldn't find each other
Even looking through and through

So, out up from the sky
The giant turtle rose

With his rainbow coloured shell
And a starfish on his nose

He spoke:
“In silence I see clearly

the light with which you start
So use it as a lantern

To find each other’s heart”

Then Pink and Dolphina
Shone among the stars
Swimming up the river

And in each other’s arms



There’s a mask on the world
That no one can see

Except for a few
Yes, that’s you and me

It comes from the jungle
A forest so deep
That looking at it

Sends people to sleep

And when they awaken
On the ancestral plane
They uncover the mask
And are never the same

Behind the mask on Earth
Which is covered in space

Is the majestic soul
Of a Puma face

Oh, how she rises
Throughout all time

The soul of the world
On a moon silver line

She’s bold and she’s soft
A Goddess she is
The earth at heart

Where Puma face lives

P U M A  F A C E



Because Pumas are graceful
Mysterious and wise

That’s the story of Earth
No surprise

Behind every mask
Is a Puma that’s strong
It’s the spirit of Earth
To whom we belong

And who would have thought
That this gentle soul

Would tell us the story
Of young, aged and old

Unlocking the dreams
Awakened in Earth

That beat with the rhythm
Of each Pumas’ birth

She’s vibrant, alive
And very alert

The Earth is a Puma
In a starlight desert

Her paws leave a print
On each heartbeat you hear

Until the last day
When we all disappear



She’s a Puma face
She’s everything true

The Spirit of Earth
Which you know to be you



A New Earth was rising
But there was no song

And everyone knew
That something was wrong

We looked at the skies
Calling for help
This is the story

Of The Lovebears we felt…
They came incarnated

Born here on Earth
As Starseeds from planets

That we’ve never heard

They came here as visitors
With a very big job

To kick start New Earth
And to spread the love

But something was missing
Scattered they were
Among many tribes

Of the world did they stir

They needed direction
And something to sing
The song of New Earth

For all here to bring

T H E  L O V E B E A R S



Indigo, Crsytal
Rainbow too

And Butterfly people
Were all but the new

They all had great gifts
And all had their song

But they needed a tune
To change what was wrong

Then out of a realm
From a distant cloud

Shown forth The Lovebears
Roaring out loud:

“Sing from the heart
And all then will find

The New Earth magic
That all of you binds”

So all of the tribes
Held their hands on their heart

Hearing the song
That they needed at last

In one giant voice
Out came the song

And everything wrong
Was all made undone



A New Earth was born
And The Lovebears they smiled

As they saw the song
In every child

Young, aged and old
They all lived as One

The Lovebear vibration
Under the sun



Now here’s a story for you to compute
About a robot whose name was electro cute
Electrifyingly special and shockingly sweet

There was something about him you’d just want to meet

Always at hand and ready to serve
Electro cute gave what you deserved

All plugged in with batteries full
He never found a binary dull

Zeros and ones is what he loved above all
Until one day it actually meant nothing at all

He once asked the zero what was the sky without sun
And the zero replied simply but none

Then he asked the one what was cloud without rain
And the one answered it is one and the same

It didn’t make sense at all to Mr. electro cute
There was something about it he had to refute

R A I N B O W  R O B O T



So, for the very first time he put zero and one together
And to his surprise the result lived forever

Like sunshine and rain together at sky
The zeros and ones took on a new light

Shining a rainbow into binary life
The zero and one became husband and wife

Electro cute was proud to be
The robot that set the rainbow free



I live on the ice
And mostly its cold

And sometimes too warm
At least what I’m told

I’m a Bi-polarbear
And sometimes I’m sad
Sometimes I’m happy

And sometimes I’m mad

Just like the ice
My heart seems to melt
With the waters rising

Everything’s felt

I’m pure emotion
Emotion can be
Overly sensitive

Overly free

You see on the Arctic
There’s not much to do

But I am an artist
All through and through

And sometimes when I
Am happy and sad
I make a painting

The penguins call mad
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But I’m not afraid
Of their judging suits

I’m a bit different
Who cares, not confused

I’ll paint you a painting
Of how it could be
Life here on Earth

With both sides of me

I can be too high
I can be too low
I can be too fast
I can be too slow

I can be everything
Nothing at all

I’m a rainbow spectral
On your white whitened wall

And when I’m well balanced
The ice-bergs they shift

Freezing to land
Making home where I live

And when spring arrives
And the ice starts to drift
My humour will suddenly

Take a big lift



Up to the rays
Of the all shining sun

Where I’ll take off my fur
And rest there as One

The temperature rises
The ice melts away
I’m sorry but I am
Not here to stay

But like all the weather
Changes I know

The sun in the sky
Does not always glow

So, when the leaf falls
And the winter breeze comes

I’ll put on my fur
And my cave will be done

My resting place
While all does get dark

A place for me
To feel sleepy at last

And when I awaken
I know there will be

A safe frozen harbour
Waiting for me



To paint and express
All that I am

A Bi-polarbear
With all of the glam

My life is dazzling
Frozen and hot
I ask you simply
To forget me not

Polar bears are solitary
And rare to see

On the brink of extinction
Some say we will be

So be kind to Earth
And don’t heat it up

I still need the ground
For my habitat

A Bi-polarbear
Is floating at sea

I’ll paint you a painting
Where all can be free



If at all you feel alone
Remember what my secret’s shown

If at all you don’t feel safe
Then take a step into my cave

It has no door there’s one way in
There’s one way out, now let’s begin
The times are turning in these lands

Behold a portal in the sands

Travel to a distant time
Forward, backward all in rhyme

In and out a fairy tale
You choose how to ride this whale

Carve your name into a rock
Or leave a footprint at the door

A memory you may unlock
When traveling deep into this lock

Bring your sword if you must
Your shield, your fists, your mighty tusks

I’ll be here when it turns dusk
And all our shadows turn to dust

Bring no weapon, only love
Your sword to flame will strike above

And turn to gold what is not peace
Like the sun that shines from East

P O R T A L  D R A G O N



My scales are silver
Diamond my fangs

My wings are crystal
My tale is sand

Try to grasp me, find me not
Part of what history forgot

Materialize I will one thing
The flames of love to you I bring

Through distant portals throughout time
My love for you will always shine

Like a dragon in a cave
Never alone and there to save

Save a little spot for you
Remember me - remember you!


